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About This Game

E.Z is a simple hardcore platformer game the goal being get across to the other side of each of the 100 levels while each death
throws you back to the previous levels.

With a semi-random level sequence, level variability and quick level swapping, E.Z is hard to get used to. It will bring a
challenge to your skill, reaction, and adaptability.

 Minimalistic at its best, visually eye Pleasing
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 Simple controls

 Challenging gameplay

 Chiptunes by RoccoW and Rolemusic

 IJWTHF gamemode for casual players
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Cash grab. Only paid to vote down.

These animations should of been part of the update ingame. They gave you half for free and make you pay for the rest. FYI:
The game made $1mil in kickstarter and costs AAA on release. Final product is a BETA quality game, whilst the owners smoke
cigars in their mansions... literately.. 1hr nature VR puzzle with a childrens book theme
similar to CARPE LUCEM, with a focus on nature
relaxing and fun experience
. It's cliche, but if you know Choose Your Own Adventure, you know this style of game. Done well, it can be really engaging,
and provide a lot of replay value in going back and finding different outcomes.

Unfortunately, this one didn't really resonate with me. On a mechanical level, the game is fine, with frequent decisions (some
timed) that appear to have a substantial impact on the narrative. It's the narrative itself I take issue with -- the characterization is
very one-dimensional, with each character serving as a simple stereotype.

A bit of personality shorthand is fine for a short game, but these characters are mere caricatures, where every single line is a
repeat of their one overriding personality trait. It makes the game farcical, which removes a lot of (well, all of) the weight from
the decisions; when someone gets hurt or killed, it's difficult to sympathize when everything they've said to that point has been
the same exaggerated characteristic over and over again. Couple this with humor that borders on slapstick and emotional
responses that seem sociopathic and it's hard to take seriously.

To me, for a game like this to work, the decisions have to be something I care about -- the tension comes from wanting to make
the correct decision. Unfortunately, the relative silliness on display here in combination with the flat characters means that ten
minutes in the decisions start feeling fairly arbitrary as I click through for my ending.. To those who made this game possible, I
thank you. I loved this book when I was growing up.

Pros:
+ Kept true to the original paper book
+ Beautifully done graphica and animation
+ I can't fault the playability. I just know I'm going to be playing this through several times. :)

Cons:
- There aren't anymore of these yet (that I know of at the time of writing this)
- The only other con is that I can't sing the praises of this game loud enough to do it justice. :P

Best $13AUD I've spent. Highly recommended and I can't wait to purchase future games based on the other Ian Livingstone \/
Steve Jackson books. I eagerly await them!. At this point of the review I am 5.3 hours in
Let me tell you for a definitive fact that the downloader is broken.
I haven't even played any of the game yet and have wait multiple hours just to download a 300mb download. It failed multiple
times but eventually got there by some miracle. Only to have a larger 600mb download to follow it. That download I haven't
gotten past yet.

Im talking about these updates as if im talking to my friends about dark souls' bosses. Just massive obstacles that are
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on me.

This is the ♥♥♥♥ing hunt the freeman of updates however atleast in that game you can clip through stupid♥♥♥♥♥♥

I can't believe I would even write a ♥♥♥♥ing review about how broken a game is because I usually try not to buy trash but I
guess Ubisoft somehow makes that possible.

This downloader has basically stopped me from actually playing the game as a whole and until this is addressed, I sincerely urge
anyone not to buy this game.

. Doubt anyone will ever see this but, the soundtrack doesn't show up in the library, shame really, the music in the game is great.
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Although the soundtrack files are there in both .wav and .mp3 somehow, It just won't show up in the library.. October 2018:
This was fun, especially the dragon-riding level. I'm torn, because I wouldn't actually recommend $10 for a game like this with
less than an hour playtime. My compromise is to give it a thumbs-up for now, with the hope that the single player expansion
happens in the next handful of months.. I picked up this game as a fan of management sims and old-school choose-your-own-
adventure RPGs in the vein of King of Dragon Pass, and others. If you've ever played KoDP, you know that it can be a very
unforgiving game, and this game is no different.

As you go about your life as a legionary, you will be presented with events and given dilemmas whose outcomes will be
determined by your choices and your stats. Sometimes the same goal can be achieved in different ways, so you want to be
familiar with your character to know which options are best suited for them. Much frustration will result for players that try to
fit square pegs in round holes. There is an RNG aspect to it, and success is not guaranteed, even if you make "optimal" choices.
You won't succeed at everything; but over the course of a career, if you make the right choices, your trajectory will trend
upward.

You are given opportunities to increase your abilities by training in camp; but you need to vary your approach to get the most
out of it. There is no hard and fast formula for success in training; and as you get better and better, you will begin to experience
diminishing returns on your time investment. Camp is also where you manage equipment. The pre-Marian citizen soldiers of
Rome furnished their own equipment; and it's no different here. Luckily, you will earn a legionary's wage, and may have some
ill-gotten plunder you can use to purchase better toys along the way.

Combat in this game is a turn-based back and forth, which seems simple at first; but can be punishing or rewarding, depending
on how you approach it. Players who approach fights expecting to mash the attack button and grind down opponent after
opponent are going to walk away frustrated. Just like with the events I spoke of above, combat is about putting things in your
favor. In some battles you over-match your opponent and can launch attacks from the start with good chances of success. Other
battles, your opponent may match you, or be much better than you. In these fights you have to know when to buy time, and
when to strike. You might stay defensive while probing your opponent with faints; only to seize the moment and go full
offensive when he misses an attack against you and is off-balance. You might also be completely out-gunned; and in that case
need to play it safe, being careful to stay alive until your unit gets rotated out of the line. You're part of a large formation of
soldiers, many of whom may be better than you. Sometimes you might need to be the hero; but sometimes all you'll need to do
is hold the line.

I've had a lot of fun with this game so far; and I look forward to more content in the future. If you're thinking of giving this one
a try; remember that you *will* make bad decisions, and you *will* fail skill checks. You *will* have bad combats, and you
*will* face opponents that you cannot beat. You *will* become frustrated at times, and you *will* die and have to start over.
All those things may happen quite a lot; but you *can* overcome them. If that legionary doesn't make it to retirement; your next
one might. That's what I like about this game. If you like management sims like Punch Club or Domina, you might like this
game too. If you liked King of Dragon Pass, you will probably enjoy it quite a lot.

I do; but you might not. Give it a buy if you're looking to try a niche game that needs a little poking and prodding to really figure
out.
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This game is like playing Legend of Zelda using Binding of Isaac battle mechanics where you play Ganondorf instead of Link...
and it is glorious.

If you play in Normal difficulty, it is not very difficult to finish the game, completing it however, it a different thing altogether,
since your actions in the world will define if you can 100% it or not. Beware competionists, read the trophy list carefully.. Can't
call this a simulator like Euro truck simulator 2 or American truck simulator... I wouldn't even call it an arcade game, I think
that would be an insult to arcade trucking games such as Big Mutha Trucker, 18 Wheeler: American Pro Trucker, Hard Truck,
etc etc.

Pros
(Within the 20 minutes I attempted to play this I can't really find many to be totally honest)
-Vehicle damage both player and AI
-Police chases

Cons
-Controls are clunky and unresponsive if using a controller, not much better using the keyboard
-Visuals aren't too good, reminds me of an old PS2 or original Xbox game
-Confusing and no help on where to go once out of garage, this is of course after the 5 hour long unskippable cutscenes
-Not worthy of being an arcade racer (in my honest opinon)

TL;DR
Don't waste your time with this, even when its on sale! Just spend that little bit extra and get either Euro truck simulator 2 or
American truck simulator by SCS.. another very short game. but it was a good one if you like the find it adventures. This game
is so so bad that I am not even going to finish it. I deeply regret that I bought this piece of crap and would like a refund but it's
too late.
Here is why this game so bad
1) This is a sloppy console port hence we have camera autocenter when driving a car, so annoying that makes this game
unplayable.
2) Gameplay is boring and repetitive. Go there, kill this guy, destroy the goods, then repeat 100 times. This kind of gameplay is
not for singleplayer game. Singleplayer has to have diversity and good story which this game doesn't have.
3) Call me racist but black protagonist in mafia game is wrong on so many levels. Same django unchained bullcrap story which
never would have happened in real life. It just rubs me the wrong way. Sorry.. Remember porn sites in the 90's? Remember the
fun of trying to fire off some knuckle children while closing all the pop-up windows? Welcome to Pornless 90's Porn Site
Simulator 2018!!!

Seriously though. You close random blank pop-up windows, build up points, unlock achievements. Pointless, even for
achievement hunters like myself using an auto-clicker.. All I can say is " Was I playing the same game " or are some people
easily pleased.there where halls that went nowhere ,boxes flying around,difficulty picking items up and fuzzy graphics just glad
It was cheap. when i die the game just freeze, when i access the settings, the screen goes darker and darker the more i press on
the setting menu, and im geeting 3 shot killed this game is a 1\/10 notin more. wont run game. says its running. but i duno
where...space prolly. only way to shut it down is ctr-at-del. if anyone knows whats going on help meee.

till then a waste of 10 bucks
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